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It is part of the Oscar Niemeyer Museum’s
mission to provide transforming experiences
and dialogues between public and art. In this
context, we bring to our visitors the exhibition
“Mens Rea: the Cartography of Mystery”, by
visual artist Mac Adams.
Adams is one of the most important names
in the contemporary art scene, as he is one
of the founders of Narrative Art, an artistic
movement created in New York in the 1970s,
which creates a plot based on the correlation
between images, texts or objects ,
His work arouses curiosity and has the ability to place the viewer inside it, in a continuous interaction that enriches and makes
people think.
By provoking the viewer to question the role
of society in the face of disconcerting stories,
he takes them out of their comfort zone. With
premeditated reflexes, he encourages you to
question the veracity of elements that move
between reality and fiction, awakening two
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fascinating instincts: the desire to see and the
concerns for having seen it.
With the holding of an exhibition by an artist
as notable as Mac Adams, the Museum confirms its cultural policy and its social vocation
to contribute to the democratization of culture. By seeking to sensitize people to art and
for art, the institution fulfills its noble purpose.

Juliana Vellozo Almeida Vosnika
Chief Executive Officer
Oscar Niemeyer Museum
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“Relationship” seems to me to be the most
appropriate term to define the works of Mac
Adams, introduced to the Brazilian public for
the first time in the exhibition Mens Rea: the
cartography of mystery. The term is understood here as the narration of a story/account
of a fact, as well as the complicity of signs,
clues and traits which result in the development of a fine plot.
Through a body of work developed by different
forms of expression such as photography, sculpture and installation, the artist incites the public to live through a double artistic experience:
while we play the role of observers of a scene,
we also become the tellers of our own history.
Started in the 1980s, the series Post-Modern
Tragedies is a response of the artist to the
reality he saw unfolding as a result of the
economic policies of Margaret Thatcher and
Ronald Reagan in the United Kingdom and the
United States. The reflection of the scenes
mirrored in the chromed objects also evokes
the shadows projected by silent dramas

and ever increasingly destructive and savage conflicts, whose images reach us like
spectral shadows, floating through our daily
life. Recalling conventional utopian adverts,
the colors on seamless paper show us how
a neutral space only exists in the desire of
observers (of society) to possess, while questioning us at the same time: where were
we when boys were forced to bear rifles in
Lebanon? What were we doing during the
bombings that left entire cities in ruins? And
what are we doing now?
If the Post-Modern Tragedies series is marked
by a light that will not abate, therefore
depriving us of any twilight, the work of Mac
Adams – built precisely around the shadow
– addresses through sculptures and photos
from the series Empty Spaces and Islands
the narration that inhabits the time/space
between each object, nominated by the artist
as “narrative void”.
The sculptures await the light that dematerializes them, so they can have their silhouettes
projected into space and finally understood.
The ensuing poetic density is the encounter between the shadows projected by the
objects, willfully chosen by the artist, and the

visual culture of each observer. Could meaning
be a transitory condition, controlled only by
the recognition of deep-rooted archetypes?
In the situations, created from distinct codes
that range from the projection of shadows
taken as reality in Plato’s Allegory of the Cave,
to the perverse reflection of a life marked by
ephemerality, narcissism and hedonism, the
resulting fiction is the encounter between the
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signs consciously chosen by the artist and the
visual culture of every person.
In the diptychs of his emblematic Mysteries
series, Adams taking us through various
crime sceneries, while at the same time leaving the cases indecipherable, Mac Adams dismantles the epistemological promise of the
detective’s story, frustrating the notion that
the mystery will be solved. The satisfaction
of meaning is put off for the sake of guessing pleasure. By questioning the veracity of
the elements that move between reality and
fiction, the spectator is constantly faced with
two instincts: the desire to see and the apprehension for having seen.
Nevertheless, Mac Adams provokes the
imagination also in order to dodge the traps
of perception. For the first exhibition of his
works in Latin America, the artist presents
the site-specific installations Cartography of a
crime and Fading. In a world where the gentrification process of major urban spaces is
a daily constant, Mac Adams’s reflection isn’t
restricted to a “gentle” change in the configuration of a certain physical space. His work,
above all, pays tribute to memory. He questions the power of images and highlights the

way in which their meanings can be altered
and controlled.
The images and installations of the present
exhibition shape up the artist’s reflections on
the tensions and contradictions of our society,
impress by their disconcerting contemporaneity and bring out in us the uncomfortable
feeling of “déjà vu”. Fiction is an entry door
to interrogation and social critique. In times
when alterity is non-existent and post-truth is
described as the buzzword of the year by the
Oxford Dictionaries, Adams turns us into eyewitnesses of a contemporary society marked
by memory erasure and the obliteration of
voices in various parts of the world. He grants
us the freedom to become witnesses, voyeurs
and even accomplices to a crime and alerts
us to the need to go beyond and see what
cannot be looked at.

Luiz Gustavo Carvalho
Curador
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